
A MAN OF INTEGRITY & FORGIVENESS
Study # 7 Reaping the Rewards of Righteousness

My Help Comes from the Holy One

HE HAD IT ALL
Geographical Control … Genesis 41: 41

Financial Authority … v. 42

Social Prestige

Royal Privilege … v. 43

Political Power … v. 44

Religious Power … 45

 Genesis 41: 46-49

TWO SONS  AND  
A CLEAR CONSCIENCE 

Genesis 41: 50-52

“Authority and position demonstrate and try 
tempers of men, by moving every passion and 
discovering every frailty.  No beast is more savage 
than man when possessed with power.”                     

Plutarch



LESSONS LEARNED
Pride … “According to Christian teachers, the essential vice, that 
utters evil, is pride. Unchastity, anger, greed, drunkenness, and all 
that, are mere fleabites in comparison. It was through pride that 
the devil became the devil: Pride leads to every other vice, it is the 
complete anti-God state of mind.”  C.S. Lewis

Perseverance

Performance

Genesis 49: 53-55; 56-57

  “God’s plan for Joseph was on schedule. His 
preparation was tailor-made for the task God had for 
him.  And because Joseph passed each test, learned from 
each experience, and learned to trust God more, he was 
ready when God opened the door of opportunity. He 
handled prestige and power without succumbing to 
pride. He persevered with patience                                     
and performed his duties faithfully                                  
and successfully. He was well prepared.” 

FINALLY … 

Proverbs 6: 16-19

Proverbs 8: 13

Proverbs 11: 2

 God knows what the particular curriculum of instruction 
for each one of us should be to prepare us. But if we want 
to settle for less, He usually will not violate our choice.



Romans 5: 3-4

“With authority comes the need for accountability.  
With popularity comes the need for humility.     
With prosperity comes the need for integrity.” 

                                                                                                                      C. Swindol

“God helps best those who trust in Him, yet work hard to 
meet life’s test.” unknown


